Abstract-This paper is concentrated on a perturbed vehicle control system whose gain margin (GM) and phase margin (PM) are analyzed and for which a novel controller design method satisfying the given specifications on GM, PM, and sensitivity is developed. The approach is applied to the plants with uncertain parameters that vary in intervals. Based on the parameter space method and robust stability criteria, gain and phase boundary curves are generated from the characteristic polynomial of the system with which a gain-phase tester is included in series to perform system stability analysis and controller design. The main concern in the controller design is to find a region in the controller coefficient plane so that the performance of the uncertain system satisfies given specifications. The proposed method is applied to an example of a bus system. Simulation results are given for illustration to show the system performances on GM and PM, and the desired controller meeting the specified conditions in frequency domain for the perturbed system is derived.
always occur. Uncertain parameters in a linear control system can be robustly analyzed by the parameter plane method or the parameter space method [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . A simple way of checking the stability of perturbed interval polynomials by Kharitonovbased robustness analysis methods is to guarantee if all the polynomials have the roots in the left-half plane [18] . The perturbed parameters will result in root clusters, within which the roots of the perturbed polynomials will be located. Usually, a change in a physical quantity typically appears in more than one coefficient of the characteristic equation. Robust Gammastability analysis for a perturbed vehicle plant was also studied [19] . The methods of analyzing the GM-PM of a linear control system with adjustable parameters have been developed [20] [21] [22] . Strictly speaking, the majority of the research mentioned above is not concentrated on the controller design for perturbed systems. Sensitivity functions are usually used as a design specification to indicate the robustness of a system. In [4] and [6] , Yaniv and Nagurka proposed a robust controller design method satisfying GM, PM, and sensitivity constraints on the perturbed systems, not with the system parameters in uncertain continuous intervals, but with the system uncertainties in the finite discrete set of gains and pole locations.
In this paper, GM and PM performances are defined for a perturbed system with uncertain continuous interval parameters and shown here graphically in 2-D and 3-D in the system parameter space. By the use of the parameter space method and robustness stability criteria, stability boundary curves corresponding to specific GM and PM constraints are generated. Owing to the complexity of the controller design for perturbed control systems, it is not an easy job to find out a qualified controller together with the system plant with uncertain interval parameters so that the whole closed system at every point in the perturbed system parameter region satisfies all the three specifications of GM, PM, and sensitivity. The main concern in the controller design is to find a controller region in the controller coefficient plane so that the performance of the whole system with uncertain parameters inside a perturbed space satisfies the given specifications. The desired controller will be determined graphically from a figure in which a qualified controller coefficient area is to be found out. With the help of stability boundary curves in the controller coefficient space, the objective of designing a suitable controller meeting the specified requirements is achieved. This paper is organized as follows. The basic robust stability concept for the topic is formulated in Section II. In Section III, sensitivity functions are to be defined, and constant-sensitivity loci will be generated. Section IV presents stability boundary analysis. GM and PM analysis is described, and the controller design algorithm is proposed. In Section V, a linearized bus model that is taken as an example with perturbed parameters is presented to analyze the GM and PM performances and to design a qualified controller. Simulation results are provided in this section. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. BASIC ROBUST STABILITY CONCEPT
Boundary curves are to be constructed to separate the parameter space into stable and unstable regions. At the interior points of a stable region in the parameter space, the roots of the characteristic equation of the closed system lie in the left-half part in the s-plane, but the unstable region contains the points at which the system has unstable roots.
Consider a linear control feedback system illustrated in Fig. 1 . The closed-loop feedback system has the transfer function given by
where C(s) is a controller with constant coefficients, and G(s, q) is a plant with a perturbed parameter vector q = [q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n ] ∈ R. R is a set of allowable parameter domain space. Each q i varies independently within the interval with
It has been shown that, for real continuous coefficient functions d i (q) of the characteristic equation, a necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability is as follows. 1) There exists q = q o ∈ R such that P (s, q) is stable. 2) P (s, q) does not have any roots on the imaginary axis for any q ∈ R [19] . It is easily tested by checking the stability of the characteristic polynomial P (s, q o ) for an arbitrary q 0 ∈ R. If no such q o exists, the system is unstable. The condition 2) is satisfied if and only if the equation P (s, q) = 0 neither has a real root at s = 0, i.e.,
nor an imaginary pair of roots at s = ±jω for all q ∈ R. Let R jω be the set of all real q such that the polynomial P (s, q) has roots on the imaginary axis
The condition 2) also means that R jω does not intersect the parameter domain space R.
The curve formed by the points q in R jω in the q-space is the stability boundary curve. The perturbed vehicle system is stable at the points in the q-space on one side of the stable boundary curve and unstable at the points on the other side.
III. SENSITIVITY
Since, in physical systems, all the elements may change their properties with time and environment, the considerations about the changes of the characteristics of the closed control systems with respect to system parameter variations are always of big concern for a system designer. Consider the closed control system in (1) 
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m. Given a different constant s 0 , the solutions of the equality |S
give constant-sensitivity loci in the c-space. The controller coefficient c will be determined based on sensitivity specifications corresponding to one of those loci. A system being very insensitive to parameter variations is considered to be a good control system.
IV. STABILITY BOUNDARY ANALYSIS
Consider a gain-phase tester ke −jθ to be included in series with the original control system, as in Fig. 2 , and its transfer function is given by
The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is P (s, q, c, k, θ), and
By the use of the parameter space method and robust stability criteria, system stability performance on GM and PM is analyzed by generating the gain and phase boundary curves. For perturbed control systems in which the parameters of the characteristic polynomial lie within the given intervals, the minimum of all the GM values of the system at the points inside the entire perturbed region in the system parameter plane is defined to be the GM of the system. The PM of the system is defined in the same way.
A. Parameter Space Method
The parameter space method is a good analytical technique to perform system analysis in the selected system parameter plane for a control system which is described by the characteristic polynomial equation of which the roots generate stability boundary curves in the parameter plane. The characteristic polynomial on the jω-axis P (jω, q, c, k, θ) may be written into the real part U (ω, q, c, k, θ) and the imaginary part V (ω, q, c, k, θ)
and
The equations
can be solved analytically or numerically for q or c. Gain and phase boundary curves are generated both in q-space from the solutions q for GM and PM analysis and in c-space from the solutions c for the controller design under specified conditions. In the analysis of GM and PM, a fixed controller is used to analyze the system performance, and (9)- (12) do not depend on c. The GM and PM of the perturbed vehicle system will be analyzed geometrically in two and three dimensions from stability boundary curves.
In controller design, (12) can be solved for c with specific ω, k, θ, and q in a similar way. Gain and phase boundary curves are developed in the c-space according to different gain k and θ, respectively.
B. GM Analysis
Let θ = 0
• and c be a specific controller coefficient in (12) , and solve (12) for q. A gain boundary curve is generated in q-space from the solutions q by varying ω for every k. By varying k, the curve is approaching to the parameter region R gradually and finally intersects with R. A specific gain k (in decibels) corresponding to the boundary curve, which is tangent to the perturbed region R, is defined as the GM of the perturbed control system. It is also the minimal GM of the system within the entire region R. The GM of the control system at a point on one side of a specific gain boundary curve is greater than that at a point on the boundary curve. However, it is less at the points on the other side.
C. PM Analysis
Given k = 1 and a specific c, repeat the process as previously. Phase boundary curves are developed under the PM specification in a similar way. They are generated in q-space from the solutions q by varying ω for every θ. The PM of the control system is defined as the phase value θ associated with the phase boundary curve which is tangent to the perturbed region R. It is the minimal PM for the whole system with the parameters inside R too. The PM of the control system at a point on one side of a specific phase boundary curve is greater than that at a point on the boundary curve. However, it is less at a point on the other side.
D. Controller Design
The controller design is based on gain-phase boundary curves that are drawn in c-space from the locations of the roots of (12) with respect to different k and θ, and the constantsensitivity loci that are drawn based on the solutions of the |S
H(jω) c i
| s=jω | = s 0 for the controller coefficient c in c-space with respect to the given sensitivity constant s 0 . The desired coefficients are determined under the constraints of specified GM, PM, and sensitivity. Systems with high stability and low sensitivity are desired.
Based on the discussions mentioned above, the design algorithm is as follows.
Step 1) Set up user-defined specifications on GM, PM, and sensitivity.
Step 2) For every system parameter q at the vertices of the perturbed system parameter region in q-plane, draw the gain boundary curves corresponding to the specified GM and 0 dB in c-plane by solving (12).
Step 3) For every q at the vertices of the perturbed system parameter region in q-plane, draw the phase boundary curves corresponding to the specified PM and 0
• in c-plane by solving (12).
Step 4) Sketch the sensitivity constant loci from the solutions of the equality |S
Step 5) Determine a gain region in c-space with the help of the gain boundary curves as in
Step 2) so that the controller with the coefficients in that region satisfies the specified GM constraints.
Step 6) Determine a phase region in c-space with the help of the phase boundary curves as in Step 3) so that the controller with the coefficients in that region satisfies the specified PM constraints.
Step 7) Find out the common region of the determined gain and phase ones as in Steps 5) and 6). The controller with the coefficients in that region is the desired one satisfying the specified GM and PM conditions. Step 8) Choose a point in c-space on a specified sensitivity constant locus which passes through the common region as in Step 7). Then, the controller coefficient at that point satisfies all the three specified constraints of GM, PM, and sensitivity. If no such sensitivity locus exists, tradeoff has to be made among the three specified conditions.
V. EXAMPLE AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this simulation, a Daimler Benz 0305 bus [19] is adopted. Its linearized system, with actuator input δ = steering angle rate, and output y = displacement of front antenna, has the following transfer function: 
where the parameter q 1 = ν is the bus velocity, and the other parameter q 2 = m/u, where m is the mass of the bus (tons), and u is the road friction coefficient (0.5 for a wet road and 1 for a dry road).
A. GM and PM Analysis
The controller used is taken as given by C(s) = 2344s 2 + 10 938s + 9375
and was determined by Muench [19] . Case 1-2-D GM/PM Analysis in q 1 -q 2 Plane: Consider the system parameter q = [q 1 , q 2 ] with an uncertain parameter region R, as in Fig. 3 , for studying GM/PM performances.
The R-parameter region is given as
and the closed-loop characteristic polynomial is given as in (8). By substituting s = jω into the numerator of the above 
In (11), the coefficients of the imaginary-part polynomial V (ω, q, k, θ) are 
We solve (12) for q by varying k and θ, and the stable boundary representation curves for GM and PM are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 in the q 1 -q 2 plane, respectively. We are only interested in positive solutions q 1 > 0 and q 2 > 0 for practical reasons. The GM of the perturbed control system with the domain region R is −4.3 dB, and its PM is 19.336
• , as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In general, the specifications on the stability robustness point of view are GM ≥ 3 dB and PM ≥ 30
• , which the system with the original controller (15) does not satisfy. A new controller is designed in the following section, and its performance is improved significantly.
The gain boundary curves associated with different gains, as shown in Fig. 4 , reveal that the GM of the control system at a point on one side of a specific gain boundary curve is greater than that at a point on the curve. However, it is less at a point on the other side.
Similarly in Fig. 5 , the phase boundary curves show that the PM of the control system at a point on one side of a specific phase boundary curve is greater than that at a point on the curve. However, it is less at a point on the other side. At the point A ((q 1 , q 2 ) = (20, 32) ) in both figures, the system has the minimal GM and PM of all the points within the entire R region. 
Case 2-3-D GM/PM Analysis in
in the block diagram of the closed system in Fig. 2 . The perturbed parameter space Q, as in Fig. 6 , is as follows:
The gain and phase boundary curves in the m − ν − u parameter space are generated from the solutions for q to (10). Those curves corresponding to different k and θ by varying the frequency ω are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 . A specific gain k (in decibels) corresponding to a boundary curve, which is tangent to the perturbed region Q at a point on the edge EF of Q, is defined as the GM of the system. It is also the minimal GM of the perturbed control system within Q. Its PM is defined in the same way. The system with uncertain parameters within the Q-space has GM = −4.3 dB and PM = 19.336
• . 
B. Controller Design
The system parameter q = [q 1 , q 2 ] within R is considered for the controller design.
Assume the controller to be designed is given as
where c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 are the controller coefficients to be designed under the user-specified constraints, and the system parameter domain is within the region R, as in Fig. 3 . Equation (15) is a special case of (20) with c 0 = 9375, c 1 = 10 938, and c 2 = 2344.
Specification 1-A Controller Design for GM ≥ 3 dB and PM ≥ 30
• : The design problem of interest is to find all the controller coefficients c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 that satisfy the userspecified conditions of GM and PM. According to the design steps, a coefficient region in c-space is to be found out by the use of gain and phase boundary curves that are associated with different k and θ.
By solving (12) , the coefficients of the real part of the characteristic polynomial U (ω, q, c, k, θ) in (10) 
where q = (q 1 , q 2 ) is a specific point within R, and we solve (12) for c. Two controller coefficients of c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 are chosen as adjustable parameters, and the other one is fixed for this design. A shaded area is determined by gain and phase boundary curves from the solutions for (c 0 , c 1 ) pairs with c 2 = 2344 under GM and PM specifications given as above in the c 0 -c 1 plane, as shown in Fig. 9 .
For the vertices A, B, C, and D of R, as in Fig. 3 , the stability boundary curves are plotted to determine the qualified shaded area. Two gain boundary curves are obtained that are associated with k = 0 dB and 3 dB, given θ = 0
• for each vertex. In a similar way, two phase boundary ones are also generated corresponding to θ = 0
• and θ = 30
• with k = 1. Let c 0 = 9375. Select c 1 and c 2 as adjustable coefficients. Gain and phase stability curves are generated in the same way in c 1 -c 2 plane, and the shaded region within which c 1 and c 2 satisfy the specified constraints is found, as shown in Fig. 10 .
In Figs. 9 and 10, the desired controller coefficients can be chosen according to the specified GM, PM, and sensitivity constraints. The controller coefficient is selected from the above shaded region so that the whole system has the desired stability and sensitivity. With the designed controller, Tables I and II show the GM and PM of the system operating at several points within the region R. The Bode plots of magnitude and phase are provided in Figs. 11 and 12 . 
Let c 2 = 2344. The constant-sensitivity loci in Fig. 13 are plotted in c 0 -c 1 plane from the solutions to the equality |S
, where s 01 is a specified sensitivity constant, and i = 0, 1. Gain and phase boundary curves in Fig. 11 are plotted with the system operating at the point A in the region R. If the specified sensitivity locus passes through the shaded area, as in Fig. 9 , a point on the locus is chosen, and the controller at this location in c 0 -c 1 plane is desired. , and the system operating at the point B in R has GM = 6.08 dB and PM = 31
• .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a new method of performance analysis and controller design by a frequency-domain approach for a perturbed control system. Based on the parameter space method and robust stability criteria, the performances of a perturbed vehicle control system are analyzed in graphical portrayals and shown in 2-D and 3-D plots. With the help of gain and phase boundary curves resulting from the roots of the system characteristic polynomial equation, the GM and PM have been obtained. In controller design, a methodology is proposed for portraying regions in a selected controller coefficient plane so that the designed controller meets the specified requirements on GM, PM, and sensitivity. Simulation results demonstrate that the objectives have been achieved as desired.
